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Introduction 
On September 1, 2015, the new Russian law imposed on companies of any nationality the obligation to 

rescue Personal Data of Russian citizens (PDR) on servers physically located within the territory of the 

Russian Federation, under the federal telecommunications authority Roskomnadzor. 

Law No. 242-FZ, called "Localization Law" (extension of federal law No 152-FZ of July 27 2006 "On Personal 

Data") applies to all companies registering, collecting, organizing, storing or modifying sensitive data of 

Russian citizens with a specific exception to airlines. 

Sites that do not adjust will be subjected to a fine or placed in a blacklist. 

The law, however, allows you to save Personal Data of Russian citizens in management systems not located 

in Russian territory but only providing that these data were first saved in a datacenter on the Territory of 

the Russian Federation (and that this timeline is demonstrable and evident) 

 

SMS Integration Bus 
SMS Engineering has developed a solution that makes all IT systems to be able to continue to treat sensitive 

data of Russian citizens without having to migrate (or duplicate) management systems on Russian territory. 

 

The solution involves the adoption of SMS Integration Bus, an ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) resident on the 

Russian territory. Its API (adhering to Russian laws) shall have to be invoked (via SAOP / WebServices 

standard technology) by applications installed outside the Russian territory and dealing with sensitive Data 

Of Russian citizens.  
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How it works 
SMS Integration Bus predisposes a number of API to handle the operations of Personal Data Save / 

Update / Delete of Russian citizens. 

The system involves the adoption of a DoubleCall with TransactionId to make it demonstrable and 

certified (via Timestamp) to saving of data first on DB in Russian territory and only after receiving the ok, 

the saving of the same data on DB outside Russian territory.  

 

 
 

 

Sample operation: 

 

1. The End User (or the operator) will enter or modify the Personal Data of the Russian Citizens by 

using applications located outside the Russian territory. 

 

2. For each Save / Update / Delete operation, the involved source application invokes API through 

SOAP / WebService running on SMS Integration Bus operating within Russian territory. 

 
3. SMS Integration Bus will save sensitive data in a local database ensuring the consistency of the 

transaction. 

 
4. Only when the data is saved on the Russian DB, the source application will receive the OK to be 

able to proceed with the rescue on database outside Russian territory. 

 
 

This operation is traced and demonstrable in the event of audit by the Russian authorities through the 

logging of the entire transaction (log of all call and operation timestamp) and its traceability on both 

Russian DB and the specific Management Systems. 
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IT Architecture 
SMS Integration Bus is a JEE-based ESB that uses de facto software development standards such as 

Spring, Hibernate and Apache CXF. 

The application can run on major RDBMS (Oracle, SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL etc.) and is scalable 

both horizontally and vertically.  
 

 
 

The full web and responsive management interface allows to monitor access and performance of the ESB 

and to search and display data saved through appropriate reports.  
 

 
 

Massive Import 
SMS Integration Bus provides the possibility of massive import of data from Excel files to the Russian DB while   

maintaining the same functionality of transactional integrity. 

 

 


